


Kentucky Horse Racing Commission 

Request for Stay Pending Appeal 

 

Justification for the Stay (continued from Request for Stay Pending Appeal form): 

Luis Saez has filed a notice of appeal from the Stewards’ Ruling dated May 12, 2019 (Ruling 

No. 19-0044, see Exhibit A, attached). The appeal is pursued in good faith and for meritorious 

reasons which call into question the procedural and substantive basis for the fifteen (15) day 

suspension ordered by the Stewards. A stay of that suspension is warranted so that Luis Saez 

may have an opportunity for review on the merits of that decision before that review is rendered 

moot by service of the ordered (although contested) suspension.  

Luis Saez is already committed to rides at Belmont Park in Elmont, NY (see racing calendar at 

Exhibit B, attached), during certain of the racing days for which the Stewards have determined 

suspension. In all likelihood, Luis Saez will have as many as 4 to 5 rides on every one of the 

days for the ordered suspension. The loss of the opportunity to ride on these racing dates will 

lead to a substantial loss of income for Luis Saez, causing financial hardship which will be 

avoided if the appeal is successful.  

Without a stay, Luis Saez will suffer the penalty imposed by the Stewards regardless of whether 

the Commission or the courts later determine that the Stewards’ Ruling should be reversed and 

vacated. In order to preserve Luis Saez’s right to appeal the Stewards’ Ruling and protect him 

from having to suffer from a penalty that may be reversed on appeal, the imposition of the 

suspension should be stayed during the pendency of Luis Saez’s appeal and any subsequent 

judicial review (if necessary).  

The Stewards did not find that Luis Saez acted intentionally. They did not find that he was 

careless or incompetent. The other jockeys involved expressed the opinions that Luis Saez did 

not do anything on purpose, carelessly or incompetently. This also weighs in favor of granting a 

stay of the imposition of the Stewards’ Ruling suspending him for fifteen (15) racing days until 

after final determination of the appeal. 

 

 

 



EXHIBIT A 



Ru皿g nu血ber: 19-0044

Track: Churchi11 Downs

PuB」IC PRO丁EC丁ION CABINE丁

K盲N丁UCKY HORSE RACING COMMISS!ON

Es丁ABuSH且D I 9O6

4O63 IRON WoRKS PKWY., B」DG. B

L且XINGTON, K且N丁UCKY 4O5 I喜

丁Eu≡PHON且: (859) 246・2O4O FAX: (859) 246-2O39

WEBSI丁E: H丁TP://KHRC. KY.GOV

STEWARDS RULING

Jockey: Luis Saez (D.0.B. 5/19/1992)

Date: May 12, 2019

A請er a hearing before the Board of Stewards, Luis Saez, Who rode MAXIMUM

SECURITY in the twe説h race at Churchill Downs on May 4, 2019, is hereby

SuSPended鯖fteen (15) racing days, May 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 2019 and June l, 2,

6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 2019 for failure to controI his mount and make the proper e鱒brt to

maintain a straight course thereby causing interference with several rivals that

resuIted in the disqual脆cation of his mount.

810 KAR l:016 Section 12, Section 13

By Order of the Stewards

困圃
EQUA」 OppoRTUNrTY M/F/D
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